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HardCore™ Technology by ATI
Stellram is a brand new concept 
for machine tools. It lets you run 
at speeds and feed rates faster 
than even “high performance” drills
currently on the market. HardCore
Technology tools last up to 4 times

longer than other drills. And 
that means it’s possible to double
production speeds.

The bottom line: Testing shows 
that companies can reduce drilling
costs as much as 50% per hole.

A cutaway of a HardCore Technology drill.  The core grade
has the toughness for extra shock resistance to prevent 
chipping.  The outer grade is designed to resist wear.

When You Change How
An Industry Thinks,

That’s

4x Times Longer Tool Life. 2x The Production Speed.
50% Less Cost Per Hole.

US Patent No. 6,511,265

Outer carbide grade 
for high speed 
wear resistance.

Core carbide 
grade for 

low speed 
toughness.
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The secret to HardCore
Technology’s remarkable 
performance?  Two carbide
grades, positioned at exactly 
the right place within the tool.

The optimum grades are 
positioned at the critical parts 
of the tool to improve durability
and allow faster operation.

When a drill is in operation,
the outer edges are running at
high surface speed, while the
point is basically stationary.

When you adjust for that,
you get greater wear.

But imagine what happens 
when you can use two grades 
of carbide—one tailored to the
high speed of the tool's outer
diameter, and another tough
enough to handle the slow

speed of the tool center. Now
you've eliminated the need 
for compromise—and you've
dramatically improved 
performance.

That’s the secret to HardCore
Technology, and ATI Stellram
has patented it.

The drill tip is basically stationary while the edges are running at high speed.  This puts
tremendous pressure on the tip--which can chip if it doesn't have the proper toughness.

The Secret: Two Grades of Carbide In One Tool

HardCore Technology changes
the rules of drilling performance.
With a tool that lasts four times
longer and runs at twice the 

production speed, your whole
operation can function more 
efficiently—and more cost-
effectively.

Stellram can work with you to
show you the economic advan-
tages of HardCore Technology
for your specific application.

A Completely Different Set of Economics

HardCore Technology eliminates the need for compromise,
dramatically improving performance.{ }



HardCore Technology has been
tested extensively—both in the 
laboratory and field trials around
the world. Testing proves that
with HardCore Technology, many
of the limitations of tool perform-
ance no longer apply.

Consider this example. Our 
engineers collected the best “high
performance” drills currently 
available in the market.

We tested them on a grade of 
hardened steel—at very high feed
and speed rates. The results were
dramatic.

Some of the “high performance”
drills began to show chipping 
and damage after only a few 
minutes of operation. The
HardCore Technology drill 
lasted at least 4 times longer
than the other tools.

In some cases, the HardCore
Technoloy drill continued per-
forming up to ten times longer.

HardCore Technology drills also
use less power. They have the 
lowest cutting forces of all the drills
(high performance or otherwise)
that we have tested. Axial and
radial forces are reduced, so there’s
less stress on the system. That
means less drill wear—and better
quality holes.

The HardCore Approach 
To Greater Productivity
In Test After Test, HardCore Technology
Rewrites The Rules
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Power Consumption
HardCore Technology, because it has lower cutting
resistance, saves money in power consumption. 

Geometry and Forces
This study, using a Kistler dyno with a Diam 12mm (.04 in)
drill, demonstrated that  HardCore Technology resulted in
the lowest cutting forces of all drills tested.  This means less
wear, less power usage, and better overall productivity.



Specially designed flute profile for best chip evacuation.
High accuracy edge preparation for better hole quality 140°
point geometry produced to “zero“ run out for reduced
wear forces TiAlN structure Nano coating for exceptional
wear resistance and temperature diffusion

Designed for Superior Performance
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Estimate your production efficiency
improvement with HardCore
Technology.  Submit your data at
stellramhardcore.com.

Tool Life Vs. The Competition
A single HardCore Technology drill produced as much as 4x as
many holes as other high performance drills in this test.



HardCore Technology by ATI
Stellram promise benefits in a
variety of applications. Solid
carbide drills are the first phase
of tools to be released. Phase II
of HardCore Technology tools,
through coolant drills, are
planned for release in the 
first quarter of 2007.

ATI Stellram’s research is 
continuing with further 
developments of composite
materials in other areas where
this remarkable technology 
can improve performance and
lower your production costs.

Phase III of HardCore
Technology is also currently
under development. This phase
incorporates ATI Stellram’s 
Uni-Drill replaceable drilling
insert. Under laboratory 
conditions, HardCore
Technology is showing tool 
life improvement of three times
or more in this application.

Endmills are another application
where HardCore Technology
may be particularly effective.
Research is currently underway
that works on improving the

substrates of solid carbide 
tooling, reducing bending and
flexing through a harder core—
increasing durability necessary
for cost-effective operation.

It is also possible to match 
grade the grades of carbide in
HardCore Technology tools 
to the application and material
being machined.

As research continues, visit our
website for news and updates.

A New Era of Cutting Tools

A Broad Range of Possibilities

UniDrill® insert

This cross section 
of a UniDrill® insert
shows how types 
of carbide are 
positioned in 
the tool.

Internal Core



ATI Stellram is a global company
with sales offices in nine countries
and distribution in 40 countries
worldwide. We manufacture a
wide range of tools for cutting,
drilling, milling, turning, and
grooving applications. We 
specialize in tools for difficult-
to-machine materials such as 
new titanium and super alloys.

We provide multiple levels of cus-
tomer support, both electronically
and on the ground so that you
optimize your operations with the
best possible machine tools for
your production.

ATI Stellram is a division of
Allegheny Technologies, a
world leader in titanium,
and other heat resistant high
temperature alloys. Our engi-
neers pool their talents to get
smarter solutions for hard-to-
machine materials. The tech-
nology transfer between our
divisions means that we not

only understand tools, but we
also have extensive knowledge
of the metals that are being
worked.

This knowledge base 
has helped scores of 
customers see dramatic 
performance gains 
in their operations.

Technology Transfer Means Remarkable Understanding

A Tool Resource That Works With You

Let us show you how we can improve your metalworking performance

with HardCore Technology. Visit stellramhardcore.com for more details,

or contact the Stellram distributor in your area.{ }



G L O B A L D I V I S I O N S

Customer Service Tel: 800 668 6928
Customer Service Fax:  800 432 6227

ATI STELLRAM SAS
6, Rue de Parc,
Blue Business Building,
74100 Annemasse
Tel:  0 810 00 31 31
Fax: 01 41 91 58 00

ATI STELLRAM GmbH
Borsigstraße 9-11,
D-63150 Heusenstamm
Tel: 06104 682-0
Fax:  06104 682-111
Verkauf Tel:    06104 682-132, -133, -142
Verkauf Fax: 06104 682-140, -112
Technik:  06104 682-129, -141

ATI STELLRAM
Hercules Way,
Bowerhill Industrial Estate,
GB-Melksham, Wilts. SN12 6TS
Tel:   (01225) 897100
Fax:  (01225) 897111
Customer Order Tel: 0800 731 6660
Customer Order Fax:  0800 731 6662
Technical Helpline: 0800 731 6664

ATI STELLRAM Srl
Strada Nazionale 71,
10020 Cambiano (TO)
Tel:   011 944 3111
Fax:  011 944 3100

Customer Service Tel: 011 877 756 0947
Customer Service Fax:  011 877 285 2505

ATI STELLRAM
C/ Maracaibo, 7
Apdo. Correos 98
ES- 28945 Fuenlabrada
Madrid, Spain
Tel:   91 606 43 75
Fax:  91 615 01 90

ATI STELLRAM S.A.
Avenue du Mont-Blanc 24,
Case Postale 339
CH-1196 Gland
Service Clients:
Suisse Romande: 0800 807 778
Suisse Allemande:  0800 807 721
Telecopie:        0800 807 701

ALLEGHENY TECHNOLOGIES TAIWAN, INC.
Room 901, 9th Floor, No. 54, Sec. 4,
Mingshen East Road
Tiapei,Taiwan 105
Tel:   (2) 2713-8101
Fax:  (2) 2545-0688

ATI STELLRAM U.S.A.
One Teledyne Place,
LaVergne,Tennessee 37086
U.S.A.
Tel:  (615) 641 4200
Customer Order & Technical Tel: 800 232 1200
Customer Order & Technical Fax:  800 223 2219
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